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THE CGM KARNATAKA BANK DISMISSED CHANDAN P OFFICER FROM JOB WITHOUT “ANY 

COMPLAINT MISCONDUCT CAUSING ANY LOSS TO BANK” 

      
 

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: chandan the officer has not committed any misconduct as alleged .The chief General Manger has dismissed chandan without any proof and evidence of 

committing any misconduct or any irregularity as he has not taken any loan proceeds from bank and loan proceeds were taken and serviced by borrower and loan was repaid and closed by borrower. The charge 

sheet is vague and frivolous and without any proof and evidence as it states without any documentary evidence and without any witnesses and basis that he have taken the loan and utilized the proceeds whereas he 

has not taken the proceeds of loan as per record of the bank and Charges are imaginary and without any proof and they are not proved . No proof is given that he has  taken the loan directly from the bank. The 

credit facility is released as TLA  A/ c No 220 dated 07-11-2015 in the name of brrower and it was taken by borrower and serviced by borrower question of he committing any misconduct does not arise as charge 

sheet  falsely states that he have availed loan proceeds which is incorrect and false and charges cannot be farmed on him without any documentary evidence 

 

According to reliable sources the dismissed officer has re-submitted the grounds to challenge the dismissal order dated 20-09-2017 as these points were necessary for justice and equity which were not considered 

during appeal-enquiry despite it was submitted then and now he requested to review the appeal and consider afresh in detail as dismissal order dated 20-09-2017 was unwarranted and illegal and harsh amounts to 

coercing persuade (an unwilling person) to do something by using force or threats" .Reportedly he was coerced into giving evidence against himself by force fully accepting and admitting to a false charge sheet 

though facts were different in the loan file and entrapping him in an unwarranted charge sheet by forcing him to sign on typed papers on 17-08-2017 when fact of the case were known to them and were different and 

this was done to damage his career in the bank as some vested interests of crab mentality were at work. When facts are different his admitting or not admitting the charges does not affect the fact of the case and 

appellate authority have to proceed on facts of the case and not on fiction or a statement extracted by force and coercing on the promise of closer of case as which he  never committed any irregularity  . 

 
In citation in Ameteeep Machine Tools v labour court Haryana AIR 1980 SC 2135 1980 Lab IC 1297 1981 LLR 10 (1980) 57 FJR 63 it was held that on the receipts of the explanation from employee in response to the 

charge sheet two contingencies may arise .The first is that in his explanation the employee may admit the charge and plead for leniency with the assurance that he will not repeat it .If however the employee pleads for 

leniency with the assurance that he will not repeat it and also assures the employer of good behavior then in such circumstance the management should not insist on initiating disciplinary proceedings against him 

thereafter because otherwise when an industrial dispute is raised and employer may be guilty of bad faith.   

      
The charge sheet is vague and frivolous and without any proof and evidence as it states without any documentary evidence and without any witnesses and basis that he have taken the loan and utilized the proceeds 

whereas he has not taken the proceeds of loan as per record of the bank and Charges are imaginary and without any proof and they are not proved . No proof is given that he has  taken the loan directly from the 

bank. The credit facility is released as TLA  A/ c No 220 dated 07-11-2015 in the name of brrower and it was taken by borrower and serviced by borrower question of he committing any misconduct does not arise as 

charge sheet  falsely states that he have availed loan proceeds which is incorrect and false and charges cannot be farmed on him without any documentary evidence .After taking the loan what borrower does is not 

the bank officers job and it should not matter to the bank and bank officer personal dealing cannot be subject matter of Bank. .it only take necessary steps that borrower repays the loan and in this case borrower has 

repaid the loan and after repaying loan bank  files false charge sheet on him to  just to implicate him falsely  and frame him without authority of law and remove him from the post of officer without authority of law 

as failure of enquiry officer to examine the witnesses and marking of documents will vitiate the enquiry. According to the citation in G V Ashvatyanarayana v central bank of india by chairman Bombay 2003 ILR 

937 (Karn HC) if a charge sheet being root of the disciplinary action  ,when vague will vitiate whole proceedings hence the penalty imposed on delinquent will be quashed   . Imposition of penalty by the disciplinary 

authority will be set aside when the charge sheet is vague, the documents as relied upon were not supplied, and the delinquent was not given time to cross examine the witness the witness ,list of witnesses was not 

furnished as stipulated by the prescribed conduct regulations.   

 
Facts of the case: There was no complaint from any one against chandan  and not even from the borrower but even then a frivolous false charge sheet was created fabricated and filed by general manager 

(Disciplinary Authority) without any documentary evidence and proof as the borrower Shri Sadashiva Poojar has taken the loan proceeds as it has sanctioned under BMR/722/27980/2015-16 Dated 07-11-2015 and 

he has serviced the loan from his saving accounts and closed the loan from his account and chandan  have not serviced the loan directly from his account and so question of how the borrower uses his money as long 

he has serviced the loan as per law is attack on his privacy and privacy is fundamental right of person so question of chandan misusing official position and availing loan proceeds officially does not arise as chandan 

have not taken loan directly in his name and question of he committing any irregularity does not arise and entire loan file can be called for reviewing the matter and hence he have not committed any irregularity or 

causing any loss to bank does not arise and this does not call for any dismissal order . 

 
In the case of K.S Srinivasan vs. Union of India, AIR 1958 SC 419 the apex court has held that Admission - Probative value - An admission is not conclusive proof of the matter admitted, though it may in certain 

circumstances operate as an estoppels. Relying on the ratio of the said judgment the court in the case of Allahabad Bank vs. Pronab Kumar Mukherjee, 1993 I LLJ 390 has held that an admission may not in all cases 

do away with the requirement of holding an enquiry. Even if no enquiry is required to be held in a particular case, the conditions laid down in the relevant rules should be strictly followed. The probative value of an 

admission or a confession does not depend upon its communication to another, though, just like any other piece of evidence, it can be admitted in evidence only on proof. 

 
The Apex Court in the case of Jagadish Prasad Saxena vs. Sate of M.P, AIR 1961 SC 1070 held that, as the statements made by the appellant did not amount to a clear or unambiguous admission of his guilt, failure to 

hold a formal enquiry constituted a serious infirmity in the order of dismissal passed against him, as the appellant had no opportunity at all of showing cause against the charge framed against him and so the 

requirement of Art. 311(2) were not satisfied. - - Even if the appellant had made some statements which amounted to admission, it was open to doubt whether he could be removed from service on the strength of the 

said alleged admissions without holding a formal enquiry as required by the rules. 

 
When admission is withdrawn. – When a confession / admission is retracted it becomes doubtful and therefore, the principles of natural justice mandates that it should be corroborated. In the case of Thotapalli 

Radhakrishnamurthy vs. Divisional Manager, United India Insurance Co., 1982 Lab IC 1745 the court has observed that it is not safe to act upon the admission of the delinquent when it is denied and when it is alleged 

to have been extracted by coercion. Further in the case of Madikal Service Co-op. Bank ltd., vs. Labour Court (1987) 71 FJR 322, it has been held that where the charge-sheeted employee had made some inculpatory 

statement before the audit part and also give a general statement in a letter that he had committed mistakes and was, therefore, guilty, but in his written statement of defence denied every one of the charges and also 

challenged the said inculpatory statement as being not voluntary, it was held that the Labour Court was justified in concluding that the employee did not plead guilty to the charges. There should have been a proper 

enquiry examining the witnesses and the employee being allowed to cross-examine the witnesses and adduce evidence. 

 

When fact of misconduct has to be established in-spite of admission. – In Natvarbhai S. Makwana vs. Union Bank of India, 1985 II LLJ 296, it was held by a Single Judge of the Gujarat High Court (at p. 302 of LLJ) 

that even in case of admission, the factum of misconduct must be established. Dealing with a case of theft or misappropriation of Bank money, the Court observed that it might happen that the bank authorities may 

bona fide believe that there is theft or misappropriation, and later on in audit, it might be discovered that there was accounting mistake and no theft or misappropriation whatsoever. To avoid such possibility, it is 

always necessary that the factum of misconduct be established. The delinquent employee may be induced to confess the guilt for various reasons. It is submitted that, putting it in simple language, the Court held that 

it should first be proved that the misconduct has been committed, and the admission would be relevant only with regard to the question whether the employee concerned is guilty of the said misconduct. It is 

submitted that such a dictum may hold good only in respect of a limited class of cases like theft or misappropriation, and it  would be safer in such cases for the employer to prove the occurrence of theft on 

misappropriation and also consequent loss caused thereby even in case of admission. 

 

Matters concerning the eligibility of parties to any credit assistance, viability of the project and continuation of the credit facilities or the operation of the account by any party, are within the discretion of the 

financial institution/bank depending upon various factors like financial discipline and past history of borrower and his ability to pay the loan, if such discretion is exercised bonafide. Even though the bank has the 

right to refuse or grant loan, causing undue delay in releasing the installments of the sanctioned loan might be held to amount to deficiency in service so he promptly released the loan to borrower account as per law 

and banking norms and loan is serviced by borrower as per law so question of any loss to the bank is out of question. In citation Ramu v District judge Kolar 1989 LIC 1919 it was held that the maximum punishment 

of dismissal from service was in a sense disproportionate to the gravamen of the offence commited by delinquents. Similarly a bank employee who committed certain irregularities in the discharge of his duties and 

there was no mention that the bank suffred any loss as result of those irregularities ,the punishment of termination was held to be disproportionate to the gravamen of the charge .  In citation G S Sharma v Syndicate 

Bank 1989 Lab IC 1471 it was held that The punishment should not be unduly harsh or excessive. In view of the fact of the case as chandan have not committed any misconduct and many officers of Karnataka Bank 

under similar circumstances are dealt leniently and are working so chamdan  should also be allowed to work without any discrimination and  chandan reportedly has requested Karnataka Bank  to kindly reconsider 

the dismissal order and re-instate him to the services of the bank at the earliest in the interest of justice and equity and defeat the evil designs of some vested interest who have crab mentality to damage his career in 

the bank. 

 

The Karnataka Bank Limited is a major banking institution based in the coastal city of Mangaluru in Karnataka, India. The Reserve Bank of India has designated Karnataka Bank Limited as an A1+ class Scheduled 

Commercial Bank.Karnataka Bank Limited currently has a network of 776 branches, 1393 ATM's and 123 e-lobbies/mini e-lobbies across 22 states and 2 Union territories. It has over 8000 employees and 8.2 million 

customers throughout the country. Its shares are entirely privately owned by over 1,46,000 shareholders. The tag line of the bank is "Your Family Bank Across India".In August 2008, Karnataka Bank Limited 

received the Sun and NDTV Green IT Award. Sun Microsystems and NDTV gave the award to in recognition of the bank's "green policies" and use of earth-friendly technology such as solar power.The bank has the 

Best Bank Award for "Managing IT Risk" under small bank category for the year 2010-11, instituted by Institute for Development and Research in Banking Technology (IDRBT). Shri Anand Sinha, deputy 

governor, Reserve Bank of India and chairman, IDRBT presented the award to Shri P. Jayarama Bhat, Managing Director at a function held in Hyderabad on 4 August 2011 in the presence of Shri B. Sambamurthy, 

director, IDRBT.Karnataka Bank Limited has adopted Core banking and Internet banking, and established its "MoneyPlant" [1,393 Automated Teller Machine] system. During 2015-16, the bank received the IDRBT 

Banking Technology Excellence Award of the Institute for Development and Research in Banking Technology [IDRBT], Hyderabad for the year 2014-15. Karnataka Bank Limited has received the Federation of 

Indian Export Organizations – Western Region's “Export Excellence Award for MSME”, for the year 2014 -15. The bank has achieved the ISO 27001:2013 Certificate from UKAS, Management Systems, a UK based 

certifying body. 
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ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, 

Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for 

months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 


